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• A perfect but simplified best case scenario.   
• No follow-on dilution  
• Nor the 5% to 7% investment bank fees for managing the M&A,  
• Nor management carveouts.   
• This is a best case scenario.  
• Return most likely case is more like a 3x to 5x, all things considered.   
• About 10% of all angel deals returned 80% of all the moneys received by angels in 

Wiltbank's study of thousands of US and UK angel deals. 
• Also: today's average valuations are higher than $4M pre-money for angel deals, 

trending closer to $7M. (Pitchbook Q4'18 VC report) 
• But your overall point is sobering,   
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• Early stage VCs typically target 57% IRR to achieve their 3x to 5x return goals for the 
portfolio;  

 
• What are you should angels   target for IRR? 
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• Angel best practices in limiting preferences to 1x for two reasons:  
• to be fair to management and  
• not to set a precedent where future rounds will also ask for more than 1x--which 

ensures that we angels are KILLED if there is an M&A since the preference stack grows 
huge.  
 

• Many of today's Unicorns are so in name only because the series investors granting 
$1B+ valuations cover themselves in preferences so that the billion $ valuation is a 
marketing tool, but the reality is that the company is worth far less than $1B given the 
preference stack.   

 
• The higher the preference stack, the worse it is for angels. 
• Depending on the M&A deal, investors can choose between converting to common OR 

taking the preference (non-participating) and sometimes it is actually better (based on 
the conversion curve) to take common. But emphasize that typically, (e.g., Practice 
Fusion).  

 



• Convertible notes, often left purposely vague in term sheets, is "when" does the note 
convert? We want them converted in the pre-money (which is what we want if we're 
investing in the round AFTER the notes, since conversion dilutes management and 
existing shareholders) or in the post-money, where new investors are immediately 
diluted by events over which we had no control and receive no benefit and were not a 
party to.   

 
• This is why examining term sheets and other deal documentation from the last financing 

(including convertibles) is critical. If it is ambiguous, it can be a negotiating point to fight 
for or extract other concessions.  

• Pre-or-post money conversion can have a large impact in our actual ownership.  If we're 
originating the note, then it probably makes sense for us to want it to convert in the 
post-money, especially if we're investors in prior rounds. (Less dilution for us, since the 
new investor after us is taking part of the dilution).  

 
• Another point of negotiation is whether the option pool is pre-money (existing investors 

take dilution) or post-money (old and new investors take dilution.) This, like note 
conversion, is often a point of negotiation/concession extraction. 

 
• Be aware of Management carve outs, which can be treated as senior to everybody (after 

debt) of course. 
• As a result of a liquidation preference over-hang, a company's common stock, typically 

held by its employees, is essentially worthless.  
• Companies with such a liquidation preference over-hang must develop new ways to 

motivate and retain their employees, hence the management carve-outs. 
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Note that price per share, across many series, often creates conflict among investors at time of 
exit, if the exit value is below the later investors' return targets.  
 
Example: If I'm in at $1/share and you're in at $5/share AND the purchase price of the M&A 
deal is $4/share, the deal may not happen if the early investors don't give up something (if the 
last round investor is powerful).  
 
Similarly, if the exit value is $12.5/share, some investors make a great multiple, but last round 
only gets 2.5x return which may be too low for them to actively agree on the deal.  
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8M/688,767= 11.61 pre-money share price 



Based on 20% Discount  share price is $9.28 
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No debt or Carve out in this example.   Carve out not necessary  
 
Debt is senior to everyone. Most companies going beyond Series A or B may also have chosen 
venture debt for a round of financing.  
 
As many as  50% of  exits had some sort of venture debt, reducing returns for everyone, 
sometimes substantially 
 
 
 
 


